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QUESTION 1

Two million Opportunities need to be loaded in different batches into Salesforce using the Bulk API in 

parallel mode. 

What should an Architect consider when loading the Opportunity records? 

A. Use the Name field values to sort batches. 

B. Order batches by Auto-number field. 

C. Create indexes on Opportunity object text fields. 

D. Group batches by the AccountId field. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

UC has a roll-up summary field on Account to calculate the count of contacts associated with an account. During the
account load, SF is throwing an "Unable to lock a row" error. Which solution should a data architect recommend, to
resolve the error? 

A. Leverage data loader platform API to load data. 

B. Perform Batch job in parallel mode and reduce Batch size 

C. Perform Batch job in serial mode and reduce batch size 

D. Defer roll-up summary fields calculation during data migration. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

DreamHouse Realty recently implemented a Sales Cloud. Managers have noticed that sales reps are entering an
insufficient amount of data to run insightful reports and dashboards. The managers would like to monitor and measure
data quality metrics. 

Which solution addresses this requirement? 

A. Use custom objects and fields to calculate data quality. 

B. Utilize third-party AppExchange tools to measure and monitor data quality. 

C. Run and generate reports to view the quality of sample data. 

D. Export the data to an enterprise data warehouse and use BI tools for data quality. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) is expecting to have nearly 5 million shipments records in its Salesforce org. Each shipment
record has up to 10 child shipment item records. The Shipment custom object has an Organization-wide Default (OWD)
sharing model set to Private and the Shipment Item custom object has a Master-Detail relationship to Shipment. There
are 25 sharing rules set on the Shipment custom object, which allow shipment records to be shared to each of UC\\'s 25
business areas around the globe. These sharing rules use public groups, one for each business area plus a number of
groups for management and support roles. UC has a high turnover of Sales Reps and often needs to move Sales Reps
between business areas in order to meet local demand. What feature would ensure that performance, when moving
Sales Reps between regions, remains adequate while meeting existing requirements? 

A. Implement data archiving for old Shipment records. 

B. Contact Salesforce to create Skinny tables on Shipment. 

C. Configure shipment OWD to Public Read/Write. 

D. Contact Salesforce to enable Defer Sharing Rules 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

UC has a salesforce org with multiple automated processes defined for group membership process. UC also have
multiple admins on staff that perform manual adjustments to the role hierarchy. The automated task and manual task
overlap daily and UC is experiencing "Lock errors" consistently. What should a data architect recommend mitigate these
errors? 

A. Ask salesforce support for addition CPU power. 

B. Enable granular locking. 

C. Remove SOQL statements from APEX loops. 

D. Enable sharing recalculations 

Correct Answer: C 
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